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Composite Braiding Ltd (CBL) is an innovative new company, established to exploi t a gap in
the market for higher volume, lower cost structural composite components with a lower
carbon footprint.

Lightweight parts are an effective answer to the drive for decarbonisation due to their unique
manufacturing process which significantly reduces CO2 emissions. However, the majori ty
of advanced composite component manufacturing is labour intensive, making i t expensive
and reducing the volume of parts that can be made.

CBL uses ‘braiding’, a highly automated and efficient process which reduces the labour
needed by up to a factor of ten. This makes the parts more affordable and, as they are made
automatically, more repeatable.

CBL operates in the advanced composite components sector, with the components consisting
of a high-tech fibre combined with a plastic matrix, which gives enhanced performance. The
lightweight materials, such as carbon fibre, can provide the properties of steel but at a typical
60% weight reduction, meaning that, among other things , they can greatly contribute to the
decarbonisation agenda, with huge reductions in CO2, Nitrogen Oxides and small particle
emissions.

The key to CBL’s innovation is addressing the market demand for production of lightweight
advanced composite components at higher volume and lower cost, while satisfying the
sustainability agenda.

Upon launching the company conducted market-specific research, asking potential customers
what types of products they would value. This allowed them to develop a ‘Technology
Roadmap’ which set out their broad development principles. They are currently working
towards ISO9001 and are also starting to work towards IATF 16949, the automotive standard.

CBL world-leading manufacturing innovation is starting to bring these materials and
components into the market. They are helping customers bring lightweight components into a
variety of end-uses and markets , particularly in target segments of transport, infrastructure
and sports . The combination of high-rate and lower-cost production means that they are
providing customers with material options that have not been available before. These options
also directly address the decarbonisation and sustainability agendas.

CBL’s technology has won two global innovation awards. The fi rs t was the Global Very Light
Rail Technical Innovation of the Year award in October 2019, and the second was the JEC Rail
Vehicle and Infrastructure Innovation of the Year in May 2020.
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